EXPRESSIVE ARTS – EXA

ART AND DESIGN
Look at each picture poem after they have all been typed
up
- Can everyone guess what the pictures are supposed
to be? Give and receive constructive criticism on
each others poems EXA 2-07a

RELIGIOUS AND MORAL EDUCATION – RME

CHRISTMAS
- Increase knowledge and understanding of
Christmas and its importance to Christians RME 203a
- Read the “Yule Texts” in this resource pack and
discuss particular Shetland ways of celebrating
Christmas RME 2-03a

SOCIAL STUDIES - SOC

PEOPLE, PLACE AND ENVIRONMENT
- Research the dialect words and phrases in the poem
for weather and snow
- How does Shetland’s winter compare to that of
Scotland? What difference is there is our hours of
daylight/darkness SOC 2-07a

LITERACY AND ENGLISH – LIT
LISTENING AND TALKING
- Listen to the poem for enjoyment and discuss its
meaning LIT 2-02a
- Show understanding by answering literal, inferential
and other kinds of questions regarding its content,
structure and choice of vocabulary LIT 2-07a, 2-09a
- Discuss its unfamiliar layout and reasons for it ENG
2-12a
- Are there any words you do not know? Note any new
vocabulary in Dialect Dictionaries LIT 2-06a
WRITING
- Write a “picture poem”, in dialect if you like, where
the words form some sort of shape. It could be a tree,
a sky, a person, or simply a different layout from the
traditional-all the words down the left LIT 2-20a, 221a, 2-24a, 2-28a, 2-31a

NUMERACY AND MATHS – MNU

SCIENCES – SCN

SPACE
- The poem says “deep in space” and talks about “da
Dancers turn”, what does this mean?
- Research the Northern Lights and find out where
exactly they actually occur? SCN 2-06a
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HEALTH AND WELLBEING – HWB

- Why are they most common in Winter and what is
it about Winter conditions that cause this?

TECHNOLOGIES - TCH
ICT
- Type up your picture poems, perhaps changing how
they look now that they are on computer TCH 204b

